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The Eagle Books
In the original Eagle Book series, a young boy,
Rain that Dances, discovers an unhappy eagle.
Mr. Eagle is tearful because many of the people in the
community are developing a disease called type 2
diabetes. Rain that Dances invites his friends Thunder
Cloud, Little Hummingbird, and Simon to hear what the eagle has to say
about staying healthy. The great bird assures the children that people can
help to prevent type 2 diabetes by eating nourishing foods, being active,
and following the traditions of their ancestors.

Coyote and the Turtle’s Dream
In the original Eagle Books stories, Rain and his friends
were about six years old. However, in this new story,
Coyote and the Turtle’s Dream, they are entering the 7th
grade. Once again, the eagle gives a warning to Rain, but
this time it is about the disappearance of water on their
reservation. Never forgetting the health messages taught to them by the
eagle, the kids embark on a mystery/adventure to solve a riddle about
ancient fossils that will restore the water’s flow.

Hummingbird’s Squash
In Hummingbird’s Squash, our young heroes continue
their adventures under the watchful eyes of Sky Heart,
the eagle, and Thistle, the rabbit. In this story, Humming
bird pursues an ambitious plan to grow healthy foods
that will help the community prevent type 2 diabetes.
Little does she know that Coyote is leading her, Rain, Boomer, Simon
and her new “sister,” Arianna, on a path of knowledge that reveals what it
means to embrace all of one’s relatives and honor the wisdom of ancestors.

To obtain free copies of the Eagle Books series and the youth novels, please
go to the CDC’s Native Diabetes Wellness Program website at http://www.cdc.
gov/diabetes/projects/diabetes-wellness.htm. Books can also be requested by
Phone: toll free 1-877-CDC-DIAB (877-232-3422) or e-mail: diabetes@cdc.gov.

About Diabetes
Diabetes is a disease in which blood glucose levels are above normal.
Most of the food we eat is turned into glucose, or sugar, for our bodies to
use for energy. The pancreas, an organ that lies near the stomach, makes
a hormone called insulin to help glucose get into the cells of our bodies.
When you have diabetes, your body either doesn’t make enough insulin
or can’t use its own insulin as well as it should. This causes sugar to build
up in your blood.
Type 1 diabetes, which was previously called insulin-dependent
diabetes mellitus (IDDM) or juvenile-onset diabetes, may account for
about 5% of all diagnosed cases of diabetes. The causes of type 1
diabetes appear to be much different than those for type 2 diabetes,
though the exact mechanisms for developing both diseases are
unknown. The appearance of type 1 diabetes is suspected to follow
exposure to an “environmental trigger,” such as an unidentified virus,
stimulating an immune attack against the beta cells of the pancreas
(that produce insulin) in some genetically predisposed people.
Researchers are making progress in identifying the exact genetics and
“triggers” that predispose some individuals to develop type 1 diabetes,
but prevention remains elusive.
Type 2 diabetes, which was previously called non-insulin-dependent
diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) or adult-onset diabetes, may account for
about 90% to 95% of all diagnosed cases of diabetes. A number of
studies have shown that regular physical activity can significantly
reduce the risk of developing type 2 diabetes. The Diabetes Prevention
Program (DPP), a major federally funded study of 3,234 people at high
risk for diabetes, showed that people can delay and possibly prevent
the disease by losing a small amount of weight (5 to 7 percent of total
body weight) through 30 minutes of physical activity 5 days a week and
healthier eating.
For more information, visit the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention’s Diabetes Public Health Resource at http://www.cdc.gov/
diabetes/consumer/index.htm
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Preface
To all the fans of the Eagle Books, CDC’s Native Diabetes Wellness Program is
pleased to present Coyote and the Turtle’s Dream: the Graphic Novel. We hope
that our readers enjoy this adaptation of the original youth novel, Coyote and
the Turtle’s Dream. The story is shorter, but we have enlivened the plot with new
characters and more action. We think you will really like the dream scenes—
Rain’s dream of the eagle and a new dream in which our young hero swims
with the Great Turtle in her ancient underwater world. Coyote’s encounter with
a bad tooth and illustrations of the fossil poaching gang in their hide-out are
pretty exciting, too. Needless to say, the graphic novel puts you right in the
picture when Rain and his friends bring the eagle’s messages about preventing
type 2 diabetes to their school and community.
On behalf of Terry Lofton, our author, and Patrick Rolo, our illustrator, we hope
that the “power of words” (and imagery) take you on an adventure with Rain,
Boomer, Hummingbird, Simon and Arianna that you will long remember.
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For readers who have not read the previous volumes of
Coyote and the Turtle’s Dream: the Graphic Novel, the following
re-caps tell you what has happened up to now in the story:
Volume 1, The Vanishing
Grandmother Turtle warns Sky Heart and Thistle that the water on the
reservation is disappearing because the remains of an ancient turtle ancestor
are being stolen. The animals agree that Sky Heart should seek the help of Rain
that Dances. That afternoon, Rain and Boomer see their classmate, Jimmy, throw
away two strange objects in a trash can. They retrieve the bony-looking objects
and Rain takes them home. Later that night, Sky Heart visits Rain in a dream,
giving him clues about the vanishing water and pleading with him to “help us.”
At school the next day, Rain shows the “bones” to Simon and Hummingbird
who agree that they are fossils. Unaware that their school is being watched by
a shadowy figure, the four friends gather in the school courtyard where they
learn that Jimmy has mysteriously vanished.

Volume 2, The Cave Where the Giants Sleep
Our young friends agree that the fossils and Jimmy’s disappearance are linked.
They ask Miss Swallow, the science teacher, for advice. She promises to identify
the fossils, warning that fossil poachers may be involved. In the meantime, the
boys learn about type 1 diabetes from Arianna, a new girl who will be living
with Hummingbird’s family. That evening, they are all puzzled by a speeding
truck that swerves past the car driven by Rain’s father. Their stares make Rain
suspect they are looking for Jimmy. Unnerved by the “drive-by,” Rain is even
more shaken the next day when he and Simon interview his great-grandmother
for a school assignment. She tells them a story about the day she and her
brother, Delbert, followed a coyote to a mysterious cave at Shell Ridge. Inside,
Delbert discovered the skeletons of giant scary-looking creatures. Not thinking,
he took a bone from one of the long-dead animals—a bone that Granma now
places in Rain’s hand. It is identical to the two bones that Jimmy ditched. Rain
doesn’t know what is going on—but he knows the eagle does!
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After Granma’s interview,
Rain and Simon met Boomer
and Hummingbird at the tree
stump. As was their custom,
the friends took their places
at each of the four directions.
Quietly they remembered
the animals’ messages about
the ways of their ancestors,
especially about being active
and eating healthy food.

When they sat down, Boomer was still
thinking about good food.
i’ve got
some apples
and grapes.

let’s
eat and
talk.

rain’s
got some
news.

like
what?
like
we’ve got
another
bone.

where
did it come
from?!

rd’s
granma
gave it to
him.

listen to the
interview we did with
granma.
her brother,
delbert, found that
bone in a cave.
a COYOTE
took granma
and delbert
to a cave?

this is
scary!
skeletons
started twisting
in the walls!
1

but
there’s
more to talk
about than
granma’s
story.

i haven’t
told you guys
yet, but the eagle
came to me in
a dream.

you’re
kidding!
the
eagle?

yes-he sang
a song about
a cave.

strange--could the
eagle’s cave be the same as
granma’s cave?

look.

the eagle
sang about twisting
bones, too.

read
this.
rain
made some
notes about his
dream.
2

this isn’t a
coincidence.

let’s
compare
the dream
and the
story.

and
bring
in jimmy,
too.

The four detectives
labored over their clues.

this
all ties
together.
yeah, but
how?

let’s
make a
chart.

Bird made rows of
the things they had
information about—
like people/animals;
fossils; places; and
things that happened.

3

so,
here’s
what we
think--

the bones come from the same cave
at shell ridge. the bones look alike.
they’re from the same creature.
a guide, that would be coyote, took
delbert and granma--and
maybe jimmy--to the cave.
delbert and jimmy took some
bones, so they are “takers” like
in the dream.
then the wind blew, the
skeletons started twisting, and
coyote stood up. delbert got
real scared and ran away.
maybe jimmy got scared for the
same reasons and ran away, too.
hmmm.
the eagle
sang about something
being stolen and the
water going away.

maybe-jimmy’s
stealing those bones
made the water
dry up.

there’s
a lot we don’t
understand about
how jimmy fits
into this.

yeah,
and now he’s
disappeared.
let’s go
out to shell ridge.
jimmy could have
left a clue.
good
idea.
my mom said
she’d take us
out there to hunt
shark teeth.
4

at least
we know why jimmy
ran away.
right,

the
coyote scared
him.

i got some old
spoons that’ll
help us dig out
sharks teeth.

Later that
afternoon, the
boys got ready
to drive out to
Shell Ridge.
where
are bird and
arianna?

okay,
i’ll be back to
pick you up
at 3:30.

they
couldn’t
come.

and i’ve got
my fossil book.
so we can identify
what we find.

aww,
mom.

Driving through Thunder Rock,
the boys saw that the water
problem was for real.

hey,
check out the
line at the water
buffalo!

Then turning on Jim Thorpe Road,
they saw another problem…

big weasel’s stolen our
healthy food ideas!
STOP!
MOM!
pull
into big
weasel’s!
NOW!

that’s
not fair to
boo-why?!

but,
you WANT
other stores
to copy your
ideas.

let’s
see what he’s
got.
5

hi,
roberta!

The boys reluctantly
followed Roberta
into the
JIF Mart.

boo’s
is better than
this!

hi,
frank.
boys, get
yourselves some
trail mix.

SHHH--

cool it.
don’t get mom
riled up.
sounds
great, frank.

what’s
in the
lunch?
low-fat
milk,

turkey
on whole
an apple,
wheat,
and a granola
cookie.

sure.

i have some
booklets
about
preventing
diabetes.
would you
hand them
out to your
customers?

my brother’s
really sick with
diabetes.

i need to
know more about
it myself.
his
brother’s
sick?
gee--

6

mom, here’s
the prevention
booklets.

thanks,
rain.

“become a
fossil collector.”
what
there’s
does that
a number to
flyer
call.
say?

something
wrong?
uh
--no,
mom.

maybe
it’s a fossil
POACHER.

The boys wished Big Weasel good luck
and they all headed for Shell Ridge.

okay,
mom, we
get it.
if big weasel
sells his healthy
lunches-there’s
more good food for
everybody.

7

Roberta drove
15 miles north
of Thunder Rock.

Finally, she spotted the little road
where she would drop off the boys.
okay,
guys, here’s the
follow the
rules.
trail. i don’t want
any broken
necks.
when you
get down to the
bottom, stay on
the edge of
the flats.

As soon as the car
pulled away…
let’s
look at that
flyer.

right.

okay.
rules,
always
rules.

sure,
mom.

maybe
it’s a fossil
poacher like
miss swallow
said.
let’s call
the phone
number and
find out!

ha-ha.

are you
crazy?

just
kidding.

8

yeah,
like he’ll
answer, “fossil
poacher!”
but
what if it is a
real science
thing?

maybe,
but i
don’t want my
number on
some bad guy’s
caller id.

so, i’ll call
from the school
tomorrow.
he
wouldn’t
know it
was us.

wO w!
check THIS
out!

9

At the top of the ridge,
Rain, Boomer and
Simon looked
upon a magnificent
landscape.

can you
believe it?
this land is
our rez.

yeah.
i bet kids
just like us stood on
this spot thousands of
years ago.

what is
“the flats”
anyway?

my
dad says
it’s an old
seabed.
the aquifer
where our water
comes from is
under it.
makes me
thirsty thinking
about it.
granma’s
cave is out
there.

10

maybe
jimmy is too.
anybody
see him?

no, and
i don’t see
any coyotes
either.
then,
let’s go shark
fishing!

The boys could feel the
crunch of old sea shells
under their feet as they
made their way down.
11

now i
know why this
place is called
shell ridge.

we’ll fill
these bags with
fossils in no
time.
what’s this
tube thing?

let’s see--that’s a
crinoid. the book
says it’s the arm
of a sea lily.

is that a
shark in that
picture?
it’s bad
looking.

looks
sorta like a
starfish.
boomer, your’s is a
‘bi-valve’. like a clam.

look!
i found
a big tooth-maybe it’s a
mosasaur!

no,

it’s a mosasaur.
more like a big
snake than a fish.

what’s
that?
look,
somebody’s
got a car out
here--

yeah,
it’s headed
this way.

12

come
on.
let’s
climb up those
rocks and
see who
it is.

Within minutes,
a Range Rover
came roaring
into view
and stopped
suddenly.

make
sure those
sacks are out
of sight.

what’s he
doing?

get your
head down,
boomer.

hurry up,
ditto!
wait-- i thought
i heard something.

eeeeeee-ahhhh
hey!
was that
a--?

come
on!
we got
to get over to
sky bluff!

13

e-ahhhh
e
e
ee
ee
we ain’t
sightseeing!
let’s get outta
here.

yeah-outta
here.

is that
eagle trying
to tell me
somethin’?

do you
think he saw
us?

don’t
think so.
let’s check
out those sacks
he dumped.
hey! it’s 3:15
already!

what’s
this plaster
stuff?

maybe--

were
they bad
guys?

come
on, rd!
oh,
man.
we better run!
mom said 3:30!

Ignoring Boomer, Rain turned
to look at Shell Ridge one more time.
He wanted to remember where
they had seen the guys with the
bags of plaster.

14

Later that afternoon at Hummingbird’s
house...

arianna,
you know those
fossils--

arianna,
has your
mother got
here yet?

yes, she and
your mom are getting
more stuff out of
the car.

the ones
that we
showed miss
swallow?
oh yeah, you were going to
tell me more about that!
it sounds like a
real detective
story. where
do you think
he might
have--?

well, a boy
at school threw them
away. and now he’s
disappeared.
i wish you could have come
with me this morning. we were
trying to figure out what
happened to him. it’s a mystery.

here’s
bird-darlene’s
been telling me
all about you,
hummingbird.

later.

arianna’s been
teaching us about
type 1 diabetes.
her insulin pump
is cool!
oh,
yes--

imelda’s
really glad that
you and your friends
are so interested
in diabetes.

she has
to eat the right
foods,
get physical
activity, and make
sure she’s
getting the right
amount of insulin-every single day.
15

ride
my
bike--

if i keep
my blood
sugar
in a
normal
range,
i can
do all the
things any kid
does.

“i love sports.
i run track--

imelda
is going to
teach us how
we can help
arianna
if she has an
like if i
emergency.
exercise too
much, my blood
sugar might get
really low.

and i play
basketball.”

then i might
start shaking
or feel weak.
so, i’ll eat
something with
sugar in it. like
a peppermint.
hmm.
someone with
type 2 diabetes can
learn a lot from
arianna about
staying healthy.

i thought
we might go over
to the park and see
what the guys are
up to.
but you’ve
got a lot of unpacking
to do--i’ll help.
rain and boomer
probably aren’t doing
anything very exciting
anyway.
16

Actually,
Hummingbird
was wrong.
The boys were
up to a lot of
excitement—
the pirate kind.

wh oa

w

aah!

arrrgh!
jack sparrow
takes down captain
barbossa!

cough

cough
who
showed you
that ‘magic
move?’

sam.
he’s home on
leave.

man, you
flipped me right
over.
how
did you do
that?

sam drew
these pictures.
they show how
it’s done.

let’s forget
about playing
pirates and
go over
sure.
the
steps,
but easy
boomer.
does it.

sam says
don’t show off-somebody could
get hurt.
like me!

From the old concession stand
at the park, a boy watched Rain
and Boomer playing around.

c’mon
uncle luther,
hurry up.

wow,
those
holds really
work!

17

hush!
quiet,
rocky!

hey, did
you just hear
a bark?
yeah,
it came
from the old
concession
stand.

ruff,
ruff!

ruff!

J I M MY ? !
hey, man,
where you
BEEN?

you
got a
dog!

yeah,
this is rocky.
but never mind
him.

i SAW
you guys take my
cigar box!
you
better get rid
of it--

18

or THEY’LL

be after YOU,

TOO!

WHO’LL
be after
us?
I KNOW! it’s
fossil poachers,
isn’t it!?
how’d
you find
out?

does
EVERYBODY
know?

no, only
ms. swallow.

well, i was
selling rocks
and stuff
at nelson’s
rock and
smoke shop--

she thinks
somebody’s
stealing fossils
around here.
how did
you get mixed up
with them?

“making $30 every week.
to give to my mom
for groceries.
every weekend rocky and i
would go up to shell ridge-and i found some fossils
worth some real money.

one day,
i followed
this coyote
to a cave--”

COYOTE !

19

--where i found some
fossils. i started picking
up some to see if they
were worth anything
and that was when--

did you see some skeletons
with big teeth in there?
how
did YOU
know?!
because
my granma-did
they twist
around?

yeah,
she said her brother
saw them.
when she
was a little girl,
a coyote took her and
her brother to that
cave.
THAT’S
why you didn’t
look at me like i
was crazy.
SHE
saw a coyote,
too.

20

your
GRANMA?

we were
right. the coyote
did take jimmy to
the cave.

what
happened next,
jimmy?

“well,then i showed
the fossils to
mr. nelson.

i said, “no way, man. i’m
never going back into
that creepy
cave again!”

was
that guy mad
when you said you
wouldn’t show him
the cave?

there was
this bad
looking dude
at the shop.
he told me
i’d be rich
if i’d take
him to
where
i found
the
fossils.”

“ahh--yeah.
i’d left my money
on the counter
and went back
to get it.
i heard him and
nelson talking.
they said they’d
MAKE me show
them where the
cave was
and then-they’d get
RID of me.”

like, KILL
you?

i guess-we better
tell my dad or
chief willard.

NO !

look!
headlights!
somebody’s
coming.
21

it’s
my uncle
luther!
i’m staying
at his house in
sky bluff.

you promise?

jimmy, what’s the
name of that guy
at nelson’s?
smeed.
vernon
smeed.

promise me you won’t
tell anybody about this.
i’m afraid they might
go after my mom.

we
gonna tell
somebody about
this, rd?
WELL?
ARE WE GONNA
TELL?
stop
hollering,
boom.

22

um-sure.

Thistle was getting
impatient. Someone
was late for her meeting.
rain
and boomer
were going
somewhere
fast.
yes,
very fast.
where’s
coyote? he’s
supposed to be
here.

somebody say my
name?

so glad you flew down to
join us, sky heart. now we
are all together again.

coyote,
i’m going to get
right to the point--

before
we start,
allow me
to give you a
present--

what’s
this mess?

jelly donuts,
pork rinds, and
cream puffs!
complements
of the local
dumpster.

i don’t
eat that
stuff.

i know.
more
for me.
23

coyote,
we think your games
have dried up the
water.

true.
but the
humans are
to blame,
not me.
THEY took
the old one’s
bones.

i have asked
rain that dances
to help us
return her
bones.
he’s not
listening.

rain knows that you
led his uncle delbert
to ‘the place where
the giant’s sleep.’
you also took the
boy, jimmy, there.
you FRIGHTENED
them, coyote!

only
then will the
water flow
again.

but you have imbalanced
the spirit of the land
and the people.

they
followed me
for their own
reasons.
besides,
i did not scare
delbert.
i only
stood up to
stretch.

24

you
make trouble,
coyote!

ohhhh,
be careful,
coyote.

trouble
is how they
learn!

YOU
did enough
tricks in the lands
to the south
to know THAT
cottontail!
now
look at you.
a domesticated
“flop-ear.”

you
think i’m
TAMED?
then, learn
from your
OWN
trouble!

ahhh,
thistle. please
don’t--

come on,
have a cream puff,
cream puff!

from one
trickster to
another!

not
this time,
sky heart.
hmmm,
sugarrr

mp
cho

mp
cho
tooth and gum,
come, pain, come,
find the water,
make it numb!

O

oo!
o
hN
25

the
creek!

w at er--

hh!!!!
h
h
ahh

r
ec
th

!
eek

sp
26

!
t
la

glad
there was
a puddle
left.

oooo.
hurt going
away--

you gotta
watch those cream
puffs.

sheesh!
thistle’s
just so sensitive-just like my bad
tooth.
sorry,
i lost my
temper.

wait, coyote!
promise me you won’t
work your game against
rain that dances.

he
shouldn’t
play
tricks
that
wasn’t
very“tame,”
thistle.
with the
water.

very
well, eagle.
but i WILL test
him.
27

The next morning at school…

mr. pence,
have you seen
hummingbird and
her friends?

is miss
swallow
at school
yet?

let’s find
out.

she’s got the
report from the
university!

hey,
big news,
kids!

there
she is.

the bones are from a
turtle called archelon
ischyros. that’s greek
for “turtle chief.”
28

wow,
look at her
picture.

she is

huge!

yes,
about fifteen
feet long. she
lived about 65
million years
ago.

she
knew the
dinosaurs !

the science
club would like to
see pictures.

it IS a
turtle!

29

thanks, miss swallow.
so
there ARE fossil
poachers around
here!

bird,

we
have news,
too.

we saw these
guys unloading
plaster of paris
at shell ridge. i looked it up.
it’s used to move big fossils so
they don’t break.

that’s
not all.
then we saw
jimmy at the
park!
yep.
fossil
poachers are
after him.
no,
i promised we
wouldn’t.
so don’t
say anything
yet.

JIMMY!
did he
say why he ran
away?

oh, no!
you should
have told miss
swallow about
this.

it’s
your call,
rain.
sigh

nng!
n
i
r
r
brr
30

we
better get
to class.
i’ll
figure this out
later.

jimmy’s at
sky bluff with
his uncle.
so he’s
probably
okay.

rain,

That night
Rain started thinking
seriously about what
he should do.

but what
about the great
turtle?
the fossil
poachers are
going to
steal her.

what
should
i do?

granma
says come and
see this big
storm
on the weather
channel!

why
did i make
that
promise?

all right
margie, i’m
coming.

then
the water will
never come
back.
better read
again what the
eagle said in
the dream.

Over at Sky Bluff,
Jimmy was finding out
how dangerous that
promise was.

rocky?
come on,
boy!

31

rocky!

where
are you?
it’s getting
dark.

what’s
that?

K Y!
ROC
OO !
O
O
O
NO

him
t
e
l

go!

32

will it
come here,
granma?
no,
margie, it’s
hundreds of miles
away. in the gulf
of mexico.

this
storm has been
tricky-- since entering
the gulf, the
hurricane
has picked up
strength from
the 80 degree
surface
waters.

the hotter the
water, the stronger
the storm--

this
couch feels
pretty good.
i’m tired.

winds are expected to
top 150 miles per hour---and the storm surge
will arrive at midnight.

an evacuation
order is in
effect for the
entire coast.
storm waters
could extend
20 miles
inland.

hmmm,
i’m--

so--

sleepy
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Suddenly Rain was zooming
through the waters of a warm
Cretaceous sea.

whoaaah.
haha. i’m under
water-- hey! i
can breathe!

it’s the
great turtle-i’m riding on
her back!
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where
are we
going?

oh man,
look at that
giant clam and those
starfish.
just
like in simon’s
book.

we’re going
deeper. is that-is that-okay?
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what’s
that?
oh, no--!
it’s a
mosasaur!
swim!
swim!
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A A A A A A H H H HH!
gurgle
gurgle

faster,

faster!
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A A A A A H HH H!
he
missed!

help!
i can’t
hold
on!

greatgrandmother
turtle!
i’m
falling--

rain-i’m coming

NOOOOO!
DON’T!
run,
granma!
run!
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rain-i’m
coming

G RA N MAAA A!
RUN!

rain!?
rain!?
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what?
oh!
rain,
wake up!

i was--oh,
yeah. granma,
are you
okay?

you were
dreaming

i’m fine.
what scared
you?

i was in the ocean
--riding on the back of
this big turtle. this monster
was after us.

um--granma, there’s
something you should know-boomer
and i saw
jimmy
throw
something
in a
garbage
can.
it was some bones--just like
the one that delbert found.

you mean the
boy who’s
missing?
that jimmy?

did he
find them in a
cave?

yes.
we showed the bones
to miss swallow. she
found out they’re from
this ancient turtle.
yes. and a
coyote led him
there.

we
saw jimmy
tonight
at the
park. he
told us.
a
coyote!
how do
you know this,
rain?
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you better tell
a teacher--someone-you saw him. maybe he’s
in trouble.

i’ll tell
miss swallow in
the morning.

i promise.

At Nelson’s Smoke and Rock Shop...

just
chill out,
kid-we
ain’t gonna
hurt ya.

yeah,
chill out.
hey, you
want one of
mr. nelson’s
donuts?

ha ha.
yeah, i got a
big jelly donut
with your name
on it!
i don’t
want nothin’ from
you guys.
where’s
my dog?

you tell
us what we
want to know,
jimmy,
and you’ll
get your
mutt.
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how do
ya like my wall,
jimmy?
we know
where there’s lots
of fossils on
your rez.
see that
turtle? those bones you
sold us are from her flipper.
she’s gonna make us lots
of money.
yeah,
and i know where
she is-in a cave
with lots of other
things-things that
MOVE.
don’t
worry. i got
this thing in
the bag.

you’ll get
50% of the
deal on the
turtle and the
other $10,000
i owe ya.

i’d offer
you a cup of coffee,
but it’s not good
for kids.
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well,
jimmy, my
favorite fossil
hunter.

been wasting
time
looking for
you, too.

--looking
for that old
turtle.
yeah,
jimmy, we’ve been
out there at shell
ridge. looking
for your
cave--

you’re
costing me,
jimmy-big time.

has nelson
ever shown you his fish?
he feeds them once a week. they
get real hungry.

you
ever seen
piranhas
eat?

splash!
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“not pretty-but REAL
entertaining.”

now pay
attention.

“once the fish smell
the rat in the water
--it’s all over.

just like--

it’s all over--”

--for a
little rodent
like you,
jimmy.

it STAYS
caught.
because
when i catch
a rat-44

now
where’s
the *#@x!&%
cave?!
i’m NEVER
going back to
that cave!
EVER!
lefty!
get me that
rope in the
backroom.
no way,
smeed. we
don’t hurt
kids.

yeah, we
don’t hurt
no kids.

if we don’t make good on this
turtle--i know
who i’m gonna
hurt!

hey,
SMEED-maybe
he’s told
somebody
else where
the cave
is.

hmm. that’s the first
smart thing i’ve heard
you say, nelson
who
else knows
about the cave,
jimmy?

like his
uncle.
nobody!

i know
what’ll get him
talkin.’
what?
the dog.
where is he?

in the
car.
45

!
Y
K
C
RO
okay kid-it’s the cave
or the DOG-we don’t
hurt no
dogs,
neither.

shut up
or you’re next,
ditto!

do we
lefty?

great!

ruff!
ruff!

the fish
are still hungry.
don’t guess the rat
filled ‘em up.
you better tell me-or rocky’s fish food!
STOP!
there is
somebody!

i got no
choice! i have to
tell him!

rain will
never forgive
me--

To be continued...
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